
• 38% increase in  
search traffic

• 67% increase  
in site traffic

• $200,000 in  
incremental revenue

CASE STUDY:  
THRIFT STORE CHAIN SCORES  
A ‘GREAT FIND’ WITH CENTRO

#CentroInAction

FAST FACTS
A TEST CAMPAIGN
To survive, thrift shops require  
a constant influx of donations.  
Moving days, charitable donations, 
and spring cleanings combine  
to keep these stores afloat. It  
sometimes takes a little creativity  
to bring a steady flow of business  
in the door.

An international thrift store chain 
came to Centro to help it build 
brand awareness, increase foot  
traffic, and solicit donations. This  
client also wanted an efficient plan 
for driving traffic to its website  
and converting visitors by  
encouraging them to click the  
“Find Your Store” button. With several 
potential partners and strategies to 
chose from, they decided to launch 
a test campaign to see who could 
help them achieve the most efficient  
cost per acquisition (CPA).

TURNING DATA  
TO DOLLARS  
A participant in the test campaign, 
Centro leveraged our audience  
buying solution complete with  
advanced targeting capabilities  
and access to 30 billion display 
impressions to deliver an effective 
strategy for reaching the client’s 
audience at scale. To ensure  
full-funnel coverage at the right  
frequency, we implemented a  
combination of first- and third- 
party data-driven tactics, relevant  
contextual alignment, and  
retargeting across display and 

mobile channels. The team also 
activated a strategic optimization 
plan complete with an increased 
frequency of various tactics. The 
results exceeded expectations.

WHY CENTRO?
Centro is a leading developer 
of digital advertising and media 
management software. Centro 
software and services make  
digital advertising easier for  
more than 2,000 customers.  
More than $400 million is  
processed through Centro’s  
software annually. Founded in 
2001, Centro is headquartered  
in Chicago with 37 offices in the 
U.S. and Canada.
 
To learn more about Centro,  
visit www.centro.net or email  
us at info@centro.net.

Basis by Centro: 
Centro’s Basis technology 
centralizes, organizes, and 
automates all digital media 
campaigns across all channels, 
accessing both guaranteed 
and biddable inventory to 
achieve any objective. 

Our innovative, holistic 
approach gives marketers 
a single system of record to 
fulfill their research, planning, 
buying, optimization, reporting, 
and reconciliation needs.    

CENTRO SOLUTIONS

centro.net

THE PERFECT FIT
The test-and-learn campaign 
revealed one clear winner:  
Centro’s audience buying  
solution. Outperforming the other 
leading programmatic real-time 
bidding (RTB) partners, Centro 
delivered 60 percent of total  
conversions and an 88 percent 
more efficient CPA. Centro  
affected a 38 percent increase 
in search traffic and a 67 percent 
increase in site traffic. Our results  
cumulatively accounted for 
$200,000 in incremental  
revenue.

Thanks to these impressive  
metrics, the client renewed 
the campaign with Centro and 
continues to leverage our team 
of digital RTB experts to refine 
and optimize targeting tactics. 
In the end, the client found the 
best efficiencies with Centro, an 
intelligent partner that offered a 
far better deal than the rest.

Centro  
delivered  

60% of total 
conversions  
and an 88%  

more efficient  
CPA. 


